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Abstract
The toric Hilbert scheme of a lattice LDZn is the multigraded Hilbert scheme
parameterizing all homogeneous ideals I in S ¼ k½x1;y; xn such that the Hilbert function
of the quotient S=I has value one for every g in the grading monoid Gþ ¼ Nn=L: In this paper
we show that if L is two-dimensional, then the toric Hilbert scheme of L is smooth and
irreducible. This result is false for lattices of dimension three and higher as the toric Hilbert
scheme of a rank three lattice can be reducible.
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The main result of this paper is the following structure theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let L be a two-dimensional lattice contained in Zn: Then the toric
Hilbert scheme HL is smooth and irreducible.
Consider a sublattice LDZn of dimension (rank) r and the abelian group
G ¼ Zn=L: Let S :¼ k½x1;y; xn be the polynomial ring in n variables over an
arbitrary inﬁnite ﬁeld k: We grade S by setting degðxiÞ ¼ ei þL for i ¼ 1;y; n
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where e1;y; en are the unit vectors of Zn: The set of possible degrees under this
grading is Gþ :¼ Nn=L:
Deﬁnition 1.2. A homogeneous ideal IDS is L-graded if the value of its Hilbert
function dimkððS=IÞgÞ ¼ 1 for all gAGþ:
The notion of L-graded ideals extends the notion of A-graded ideals, ﬁrst
introduced in [1] and further developed in [17,18, Chapter 10]. In the A-graded
situation, L ¼ kerZðAÞ :¼ fuAZn : Au ¼ 0g where A is an integer matrix, and an
ideal IDS is A-graded if and only if it is kerZðAÞ-graded in the sense of Deﬁnition
1.2. The toric Hilbert scheme HA [15,17] parameterizes all A-graded ideals for a given
A: Haiman and Sturmfels [7] have introduced multigraded Hilbert schemes which
provide a uniform setting for many known Hilbert schemes, including HA: The
multigraded Hilbert scheme is a quasi-projective scheme which parameterizes all
ideals in a polynomial ring that are homogeneous with respect to grading by a ﬁxed
abelian group and whose quotients have a ﬁxed Hilbert function. In the special case
where this Hilbert function takes value one for all elements in Gþ; Haiman and
Sturmfels call the resulting multigraded Hilbert scheme a toric Hilbert scheme
[7, Section 5].
Deﬁnition 1.3. The toric Hilbert scheme of the lattice L; denoted by HL; is the
multigraded Hilbert scheme that parameterizes all L-graded ideals in S:
Two special cases of Theorem 1.1 are in the literature. When the two-dimensional
lattice L equals kerZðAÞ (for an integer matrix A of corank two), Theorem 1.1
was proved by Gasharov and Peeva [6] and Peeva and Stillman [15]. In this case,
G ¼ Zn=L is a free abelian group. At the other extreme, when L is a two-
dimensional lattice in Z2 then G is a ﬁnite abelian group, and the lattice gives an
embedding of G into GLð2Þ: In this case the toric Hilbert scheme is Nakamura’s G-
Hilbert scheme. This can be seen by comparing Reid’s functorial description [4,
Section 4.1] with that of the toric Hilbert scheme given in [7]. The fact that the G-
Hilbert scheme is smooth and irreducible for abelian subgroups of GLð2Þ is due to
Kidoh [9].
Although the G-Hilbert scheme is smooth and irreducible for abelian subgroups of
SLð3Þ [3,4] there is no hope for a further common generalization, as [18, Theorem
10.4] shows that the toric Hilbert scheme of a rank three lattice can be reducible.
Theorem 1.1 ﬁrstly is a common generalization of the above results to all lattice
ideals of codimension two. The two special cases lie at the two extreme ends of the
spectrum for which Theorem 1.1 holds. Further, the proofs in this paper are much
more combinatorial and directly exploit the geometry and combinatorics of lattice
ideals of codimension two. One byproduct is simpler proofs of the two special cases.
We also establish new results about the structure of codimension two lattice ideals,
including some (e.g. Corollary 3.21) which were known for toric ideals of
codimension two.
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For an r-dimensional lattice LDZn and a vector uAL; we write u ¼ uþ 	 u	
where uþ; u	ANn are deﬁned by setting ðuþÞi ¼ ui if ui40; and ðuþÞi ¼ 0 otherwise,
and u	 ¼ ð	uÞþ: If uANn we write xu for the monomialQni¼1 xuii : The lattice ideal of
L is the ðn 	 rÞ-dimensional binomial ideal
IL ¼ /xuþ 	 xu	 : u ¼ uþ 	 u	ALSDS:
IfL ¼ kerZðAÞ for some AAZd
n of corank n 	 d ¼ r; thenL is saturated and IL
is the toric ideal of A; denoted by IA: The ideal IL is a distinguished point on the toric
Hilbert scheme HL: It lies on an irreducible component of HL called the coherent
component [7, p. 30]. The algebraic torus ðkÞn acts on L-graded ideals by scaling
variables. This action translates into an action on HL; and the coherent component of
HL is the closure of the ðkÞn-orbit of IL: An ideal JAHL lies on the coherent
component, and is thus called coherent, if there is some weight vector wAZn and a
lAðkÞn such that J ¼ l inwðILÞ; where inwðILÞ is the initial ideal of IL with respect
to w: Note that IL ¼ in0ðILÞ and hence is coherent. For an arbitrary lattice L; HL
could have other components. Theorem 1.1 asserts that whenL is two dimensional,
the coherent component is the unique component of HL and that it is smooth.
In Section 2 we establish some general results aboutL-graded ideals for latticesL
of arbitrary dimension, while Sections 3 and 4 focus on two-dimensional lattices.
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 is in two parts. In Section 3 we show that all the monomial
ideals on HL are coherent (Theorem 3.1). Hence all the ﬁxed points of HL under the
action of ðkÞn lie on the coherent component. Gro¨bner basis theory implies that
every irreducible component of HL contains a monomial ideal. Thus Theorem 3.1
implies that every irreducible component of HL intersects the coherent component
at a monomial ideal and so HL is connected. In Section 4 we show that the ideals
parameterized by the torus ﬁxed curves between two monomial ideals in HL are also
coherent (Theorem 4.4) which lets us prove that the Zariski tangent space at each
monomial L-graded ideal is two-dimensional (Lemma 4.5). As the coherent
component is itself two-dimensional, it is therefore smooth. Since HL is both
connected and smooth, it is irreducible.
2. General lattice lemmas
Before we restrict to the case where dimðLÞ; the dimension of L; equals two, we
establish some basic results for monomial L-graded ideals when dimðLÞ ¼ rpn:
Deﬁnition 2.1. A binomial xu 	 xvAIL is a Graver binomial if there is no other
binomial xu
0 	 xv0AIL such that xu0 divides xu and xv0 divides xv: The set of Graver
binomials of IL is called the Graver basis of IL and is denoted by GrL:
Example 2.2. For the two-dimensional latticeLCZ4 generated by ð2; 0;	2;	2Þ and
ð0; 1; 1; 0Þ; we have GrL ¼ fx2x3 	 1; x23x24 	 x21; x21x22 	 x24; x21x2 	 x3x24g: Note that
the ﬁrst two binomials come from the two generators of the lattice.
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The Graver basis of IL is ﬁnite and [7, Proposition 5.2] shows that it gives rise to a
ﬁnite set of determinantal equations that cut out HL: For uAZn; let suppðuÞ ¼
fi : uia0g be the support of u and for a monomial xu; we deﬁne its support
suppðxuÞ :¼ suppðuÞ: If xu 	 xvAGrL; then xu and xv have disjoint supports. We
repeatedly use the following lemma from [12,15].
Lemma 2.3 (Maclagan and Thomas [12, Lemma 2.4]; Peeva and Stillman
[15, Lemma 2.2]). If I is an L-graded ideal with xu 	 cxv ðcAk; possibly zero) in
some reduced Gro¨bner basis for I ; then xu 	 xv is a Graver binomial. If c ¼ 0; then we
here assume that xv is a monomial not in I of the same L-degree as xu:
Although in [12] it is assumed that L ¼ kerZðAÞ and L-Nn ¼ f0g; the proof
there is valid for general lattices. The same is true for other results quoted later
from [12].
Fix a matrix BAZn
r whose columns form a Z-basis for L: This implies that
L ¼ fBz : zAZrg and the map
f : Zr-L given by z/Bz ð1Þ
is bijective. Let bi denote the ith row of B: The vector conﬁguration B ¼
fb1;y; bngCRr is called the Gale diagram ofL: For a subset tD½n :¼ f1;y; ng let
Bt be the submatrix of B whose rows are indexed by t and Bt :¼ fbi : iAtg: Write
posðBtÞ for the cone fxBt : xX0; xARjtjgDRr: If posðBÞ ¼ Rr;B is said to be totally
cyclic. If r ¼ 2 and B is totally cyclic, we set bnþ1 :¼ b1:
Example 2.4. LetL be the lattice from Example 2.2. Then the Gale diagram ofL is
B ¼ fð2; 0Þ; ð0; 1Þ; ð	2; 1Þ; ð	2; 0Þg: This is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Remark 2.5. We may assume that no bi ¼ 0; and that for iaj; biambj for any
mAZþ: If some bi ¼ 0 then li ¼ 0 for all lAL and xi would not appear in any
generator of anyL-graded ideal. This means that there would be a bijection between
the set ofL-graded ideals in S and the set ofL0-graded ideals in k½x1;y; bxi;y; xn;
where L0 is the projection of L which removes the ith coordinate. Similarly if
bi ¼ mbj for mAZþ; the map which takes every occurrence of xj to xmi xj would give a
bijection betweenL0-graded ideals andL-graded ideals. These bijections would give
rise to an isomorphism between HL and HL0 ; and so it sufﬁces to prove Theorem 1.1
for the smaller lattice L0:
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Fig. 1. The conﬁguration B from Example 2.4.
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We say that posðBtÞ; or t; is a q-simplex if jtj ¼ q and posðBtÞ is q-dimensional. A
triangulation T of B is a collection of r-simplices such that (i) for t; t0AT ;
posðBt-t0 Þ ¼ posðBtÞ-posðBt0 Þ; and (ii) posðBÞ ¼
S
tAT posðBtÞ: To be completely
accurate, we must complete T to a simplicial complex on ½n by adding to T all
subsets of tAT : Depending on the context, a simplex tAT will be either the set tD½n
or the cone posðBtÞDposðBÞ:
Recall that all monomial prime ideals in S are of the form Ps :¼ /xj : jesS for
a set sD½n: We denote by DðIÞ the simplicial complex whose Stanley-Reisner
ideal is radðIÞ: The following lemma is a mild extension of a special case of
[18, Theorem 10.10].
Lemma 2.6. Let I be a monomial L-graded ideal, for a lattice L with dimðLÞ ¼
ron: Let radðIÞ be its radical and radðIÞ ¼ TsADðIÞ Ps be the unique prime
decomposition of radðIÞ: Fix A ¼ ½a1;y; anAZðn	rÞ
n such that AB ¼ 0 and
rankðAÞ ¼ n 	 r; and let A ¼ fa1;y; ang: Then DðIÞ is a triangulation of A:
Proof. We ﬁrst note that since IL is ðn 	 rÞ-dimensional, the same is true for I ; so if
sADðIÞ we have jsjpn 	 r: We will show that DðIÞ is a triangulation of A; by
showing ﬁrstly that the interiors of any two simplices in DðIÞ do not intersect in this
embedding, and secondly that each point in posðAÞ is covered by one of these
simplices. This will also show that jsj ¼ n 	 r for all sADðIÞ:
Suppose that s and t are two simplices contained in simplices in DðIÞ such that
their relative interiors intersect. This means that there is some vector cAposðAÞ with
c ¼PiAs liai ¼PjAt mjaj; where we may take li and mj to be positive integers. Then
l	 mAkerZðAÞ; and so there is some multiple tðl	 mÞAL: Let tðl	 mÞ ¼ u 	 v;
where suppðuÞ-suppðvÞ ¼ |: Then since suppðuÞDs; we know that xueI : Similarly,
suppðvÞDt; so xveI : But this means there are two standard monomials of I of the
sameL-degree, contradicting the fact that I is anL-graded ideal. This shows that c
does not exist, and so the relative interiors of different simplices in DðIÞ do not
intersect. Note that we made no assumption on the dimension of s and t; so in
particular they need not be r-dimensional.
We now show that each point cAfu : u ¼Pi niai; niAZþg is covered by posðAsÞ
for some sADðIÞ: Grade the polynomial ring S by setting degðxiÞ ¼ ai: The L-
grading of S reﬁnes this grading. It sufﬁces to show that there is some monomial xu
of A-degree tc for some t40 with xueradðIÞ: This will imply that suppðuÞDs for
some sADðIÞ; and so the point c will be contained in a simplex of DðIÞ:
Consider the k-algebra U ¼"tX0 Stc; where Stc is the coarsely-graded part of S of
degree tc: We claim that U is a ﬁnitely generated algebra, generated by a ﬁnite
number of monomials. To see this consider the sequence of ideals Pt ¼ /xu : Au ¼
tcS: By Maclagan [11, Theorem 1.1] only a ﬁnite number of the Pt are not contained
in other ideals of this form. Let xu1 ;y; xus be the monomial generators of these
inclusion-maximal Pt: If x
u is any other monomial of degree tc for some t40; then xu
is divisible by one of the xui : Since xu	ui also has degree a multiple of c; we see that in
fact we can write xu as a product of some (possibly repeated) of the xui ; and so
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xu1 ;y; xus generate U as an algebra. Let J ¼"tX0 Itc: If all of the xui lay in the
radical of I ; then there would be an N for which xNuiAI for all i and hence xNuiAJ
for all i: But this would mean that U=J was a ﬁnite-dimensional algebra, which
contradicts the fact that for all t40 there is a standard monomial for I of degree tc:
Indeed, since theL-grading reﬁnes the A-grading, there may well be more than one
standard monomial of each degree tc: From this contradiction we can conclude that
there is a generator xuj of U with xujeradðIÞ; which in turn implies that the simplices
of DðIÞ cover posðAÞ: &
Example 2.7. For the lattice of Example 2.2, we have
B ¼
2 0
0 1
	2 1
	2 0
0
BBB@
1
CCCA; so we can take A ¼ 1 	1 1 00 	1 1 	1
 
:
Note that kerZðAÞ is the saturation of L; the lattice generated by the
vectors ð1; 0;	1;	1Þ and ð0; 1; 1; 0Þ: With this choice of A we have A ¼
fð1; 0Þ; ð	1;	1Þ; ð1; 1Þ; ð0;	1Þg:
There are four monomial L-graded ideals. We list them in the table below, each
with its radical and the prime decomposition of the radical.
Monomial L-graded ideal radical Prime decomposition of radical
/x2x3; x21S /x2x3; x1S /x1; x2S-/x1; x3S
/x2x3; x21x2; x
2
3x
2
4S /x1x2; x2x3; x3x4S /x1; x3S-/x2; x3S-/x2; x4S
/x2x3; x21x
2
2; x3x
2
4S /x1x2; x2x3; x3x4S /x1; x3S-/x2; x3S-/x2; x4S
/x2x3; x24S /x2x3; x4S /x2; x4S-/x3; x4S
Note that the second and third ideals have the same radical. The three radicals
correspond to the triangulations of posðAÞ shown in Fig. 2 in order from left to
right.
Remark 2.8. The proof of Lemma 2.6 shows that each sADðIÞ has cardinality n 	 r:
Since the ideals Ps; sADðIÞ are precisely the minimal primes of I ; this shows that I is
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Fig. 2. The triangulations of A corresponding to L-graded ideals.
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an equidimensional ideal of dimension n 	 r: This is also true if r ¼ n; as then I is a
zero-dimensional ideal.
Let Ps be a minimal prime of I ; so jsj ¼ n 	 r: We can localize I at Ps to get an
ideal Is: We identify Is with the projection psðIÞ where ps is the map:
ps : S-Ss :¼ k½xi : ies;
xj/
xj if jes;
1 if jAs:

The ideal Is is also the image under ps of the Ps-primary component of I from an
irredundant primary decomposition of I : Similarly, let bps be the map that projects
uAZn to the jsj-vector obtained by restricting u to its coordinates indexed by s;
where s ¼ ½n\s:
Deﬁnition 2.9. A homogeneous ideal JDS is weakly L-graded if its Hilbert
function
dimkððS=JÞgÞp1 for all gAGþ:
We recall [12, Lemma 2.6] that a monomial ideal I is weaklyL-graded if and only if
for each xu 	 xvAGrL; at least one of xu or xv lies in I :
Lemma 2.10. Let Ps be a minimal prime of a monomial L-graded ideal I :
(1) For each lAL there is some iAs for which lia0:
(2) The localized ideal IsCSs is weakly Ls-graded, where Ls ¼ bpsðLÞDZjsj: This
implies that Is is an artinian monomial ideal.
(3) If I ¼ inwðILÞ; where wi ¼ 0 for iAs; then Is ¼ inbpsðwÞðILsÞ: In particular, Is is
Ls-graded and coherent.
Proof. (1) Since Ps is a minimal prime of I ; if x
uePs then xueI : If lAL; then xl
þ
and xl
	
have the sameL-degree, so at most one of them can be a standard monomial
of I : This means that at least one of xl
þ
and xl
	
must lie in Ps; and so there is some
iAs with lia0:
(2) Let xu and xv be two monomials in Ss with u 	 vALs: Then there exist u0; v0
with suppðu0Þ; suppðv0ÞDs and ðu þ u0Þ 	 ðv þ v0ÞAL: But this means that either
xuþu
0
AI or xvþv
0
AI ; and thus one of xu or xv must lie in Is: This shows that Is has at
most one standard monomial of each Ls-degree.
(3) By the previous part we know that Is is a weaklyLs-graded ideal, so it sufﬁces
to show that it is contained in theLs-graded ideal inbpsðwÞðILsÞ: Let xu be a generator
of Is: Then there is a u
0ANn with suppðu0ÞDs and xuþu0AI : Let xv be the standard
monomial of I in the same degree as xuþu
0
: Then wðu þ u0 	 vÞ40; so bpsðwÞðu 	bpsðvÞÞ40; and so xuAinbpsðwÞðILsÞ: &
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Remark 2.11. A stronger result than part two of Lemma 2.10 is true, as Is is in fact
Ls-graded. The proof is longer, however, so we prove it in the next section only in
the case where L is two dimensional.
3. Monomial ideals
In the rest of this paper we assume that dimðLÞ ¼ 2: In this section we show that
all monomial ideals in the toric Hilbert scheme HL are coherent.
Theorem 3.1. Let I be a monomial L-graded ideal where L is a two-dimensional
sublattice of Zn: Then I ¼ inwðILÞ for some wAZn:
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is established in several steps. We ﬁrst show that
the localization of a monomialL-graded ideal I at a minimal prime Ps is coherent in
the sense that it is an initial ideal of ILs : One of these coherent localizations is special
in the sense that there is no other monomial L-graded ideal with the same
localization. This localization determines I : The coherence of this special localization
implies that it is the localization of a monomial initial ideal of IL: Thus I is this
initial ideal.
We ﬁrst recall the result of Lee [10] that all triangulations of n vectors in Rn	2 are
regular. Recall [18, Chapter 8] that a triangulation D of fp1;y; pngDRn	2 is regular
if there exists a cost-vector wARn such that sAD if and only if there exists an xAZn	2
for which pix ¼ wi for iAs; and pixowi for ies: If such a w exists we denote D as Dw:
Applying this deﬁnition to triangulations of A; we get that D ¼ Dw if and only if
sAD exactly when wB ¼ ðw 	 xAÞBAposðBsÞ: (Recall that AB ¼ 0:) Thus for a
wAZn such that wBAposðBÞ; the maximal simplices of the regular triangulation Dw
of A are the ðn 	 2Þ-simplices sC½n such that wBAposðBsÞ: This means that there
is a bijection between the regular triangulations of A and the chambers of B:
Deﬁnition 3.2. Given a collectionP of vectors in Rn; the chamber complex SðPÞ ofP
is the polyhedral fan obtained by intersecting all the simplices in P: If n ¼ 2; then the
chamber complex is the collection of cones formed by taking the positive hull of
adjacent vectors in P: We identify chambers in the chamber complex with the
collection of maximal simplices (of P) which contain them. If L is a lattice with
generating matrix B; we denote by SðLÞ the chamber complex SðBÞ:
Example 3.3. For B ¼ fð2; 0Þ; ð0; 1Þ; ð	2; 1Þ; ð	2; 0Þg; the chamber complex is the
collection of three cones shown in Fig. 1.
By Lee’s result when L is two dimensional, Lemma 2.6 reduces to:
Lemma 3.4. Let I be a monomial L-graded ideal where dimðLÞ ¼ 2: Then the
collection fs : sADðIÞg ¼ fs : Ps is a minimal prime of Ig is a chamber of B:
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Deﬁnition 3.5. If the monomial L-graded ideal I maps to the chamber posðbi; bjÞ
then the ðn 	 2Þ-simplex s ¼ ½n\fi; jg is called the special simplex of I ; and the
localization IsCSs ¼ k½xi; xj; the special localization of I : If n ¼ 2 we set Is ¼ I :
Note that the special simplex determines the corresponding triangulation of
A [5, Corollary 5.9]. This is because since bi and bj are adjacent in the Gale diagram
B; posðbi; bjÞ does not contain any other chamber of B:
Example 3.6. Let I be theL-graded ideal /x2x3; x21x2; x
2
3x
2
4S from Example 2.2. We
saw in Example 2.7 that I corresponds to the chamber posðb2; b3Þ; so the special
simplex is s ¼ f1; 4g: Note that the corresponding triangulation in Fig. 2 is the only
triangulation of A containing the simplex posða1; a4Þ:
From now on, we ﬁx a monomialL-graded ideal I and let s ¼ ½n\fi; jg always be
its special simplex. We now show that Is is coherent by showing that it is an initial
ideal of ILs : To prove this it sufﬁces to show that there exists some ewAZ2 such thatew  bpsðu 	 vÞ40 for all xu 	 xvAGrL such that psðxuÞAIs and psðxvÞeIs: That this
sufﬁces follows from Lemma 2.3 and the fact that GrLsDfpsðxu 	 xvÞ : xu 	
xvAGrLg:
Proposition 3.7. (1) There exists a cost-vector wAZn such that wðu 	 vÞ40 whenever
xu 	 xvAGrL with psðxvÞeIs: We can choose w so that wi ¼ 0 for iAs: This implies
that Is ¼ inbpsðwÞðILsÞ and is therefore coherent.
(2) The special simplex s of I is also the special simplex of the initial ideal inwðILÞ of
IL; and ðinwðILÞÞs ¼ Is:
Proof. (1) Let xai and x
b
j be minimal generators of Is which exist by Lemma 2.10(2),
and let wANn be the cost-vector with wi ¼ b; wj ¼ a; and wk ¼ 0 for kai; j: Suppose
xu 	 xvAGrL; with psðxvÞeIs: Since xu and xv have disjoint support, if via0; we
must have ui ¼ 0: But then we must have ujXb; since psðxuÞAIs: Since psðxvÞeIs; we
must have vioa: But now wðu 	 vÞ ¼ 	wivi þ wjuj ¼ 	bvi þ auj4	 ba þ ab ¼ 0:
Similarly, if vja0 we must have vjob and uiXa; so wðu 	 vÞ40: Finally, if vi ¼
vj ¼ 0; then wðu 	 vÞ ¼ bui þ auj: If ui ¼ uj ¼ 0 then that would mean that
u 	 v ¼ lAL and li ¼ lj ¼ 0 which contradicts Lemma 2.10(1). So we conclude that
w  ðu 	 vÞ40 as required.
(2) It sufﬁces to show that s is the special simplex for inwðILÞ; as then Lemma
2.10(3) and part (1) of this proposition together imply that ðinwðILÞÞs ¼
inbpsðwÞðILsÞ ¼ Is: Let xv be a monomial with vi ¼ vj ¼ 0: Then for all xu such that
xu 	 xvAIL; either ui40 or uj40 by Lemma 2.10(1). This implies that inwðxu 	
xvÞ ¼ xu and hence xveinwðILÞ: This shows that inwðILÞDPs: Since inwðILÞ is
ðn 	 2Þ-dimensional, Ps must be a minimal prime of inwðILÞ and hence s appears in
DðinwðILÞÞ: However this implies that DðIÞ ¼ DðinwðILÞÞ since s appears in only one
triangulation of A: Hence s is the special simplex of inwðILÞ: &
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Notice that the proof of Proposition 3.7(1) works for any localization It of I at a
minimal prime Pt and hence all these localizations of I are coherent. Proposition 3.7
proves that Theorem 3.1 holds when LDZ2 since in this case, B ¼ fb1; b2g and
I ¼ I| ¼ Is:
Example 3.8. Continuing Example 3.6, Is ¼ /x2; x23S; so from the proof of
Proposition 3.7 we see that w ¼ ð0; 2; 1; 0Þ satisﬁes wðu 	 vÞ40 whenever xu 	
xvAGrL with pðxvÞeIs: Every Graver binomial satisﬁes this condition on pðxvÞ; and
it is easy to check that they all also satisfy the condition on wðu 	 vÞ:
In the rest of this section we ﬁx w to be the vector constructed in the proof of
Proposition 3.7 for the special localization Is: The ﬁnal step in the proof of Theorem
3.1 is to show that I ¼ inwðILÞ: This requires understanding the Gro¨bner fan of IL
[2,13]. This is a fan in Rn whose cells (which are open polyhedral cones) are in
bijection with the initial ideals of IL: The open cone indexing an initial ideal J of IL
is the set of all pAZn such that J ¼ inpðILÞ: The closure of this cone is called the
Gro¨bner cone of J: Full dimensional Gro¨bner cones index the monomial initial
ideals of IL:
The Gro¨bner fan of IL can be drawn in R
2 as follows. By Lemma 2.3, the normal
vector to a facet (wall) of a full dimensional Gro¨bner cone is an lAL such that
xl
þ 	 xl	AGrL: Using the injective map f from (1) we can represent l by f	1ðlÞAR2
and the wall with normal l by the ray in R2 with normal f	1ðlÞ: We will always mean
this two-dimensional fan when we refer to the Gro¨bner fan of IL: If a wall of the fan
(ray in R2) is posðgÞ for some gAR2; then we always mean the primitive clockwise
normal vector g> to g by the normal to this wall. We now recall that the Gro¨bner fan
of IL is a reﬁnement of SðLÞ: Let ZB be the lattice in Z2 generated by the elements
of B: Recall that ZB ¼ Z2 if and only if L is saturated or equivalently, if IL is a
toric ideal.
Deﬁnition 3.9. Let K be a two-dimensional pointed rational polyhedral cone in R2
and H be the Hilbert basis of K-ZB (i.e., H is a minimal generating set for the
semigroup K-ZB). We call the fan obtained by subdividing K by drawing in the
rays RX0  h for each hAH the Hilbert refinement of K:
By Lemma 3.3.3 in [16], the Gro¨bner fan of IL is supported on posðBÞ: Also, for
any fr; sgD½n and t ¼ ½n\fr; sg such that Bfr;sg is non-singular, the Gro¨bner fan of
ILt is supported on posðbr; bsÞ; and Example 3.3.4 in [16] shows that the Gro¨bner fan
of ILt is the Hilbert reﬁnement of posðbr; bsÞ: Theorem 3.3.8 in [16] implies the
following.
Lemma 3.10 (Saito et al. [16]). The Gro¨bner fan of IL is the fan obtained by taking
the Hilbert refinement of each full dimensional cone (chamber) in the chamber complex
SðLÞ:
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A two-dimensional rational cone K is unimodular if the primitive integer
generators of the two extreme rays of the cone form a basis for the lattice ZB:
The next two results rely on the geometry of the Hilbert basis of a two-
dimensional rational polyhedral cone K : It is known that the Hilbert basis elements
of K are precisely the lattice points that lie on the bounded faces of the polyhedron
K 0 ¼ convfzAK-ZB : za0g: See [14, Proposition 1.19] for instance. For Corol-
laries 3.11 and 3.13, assume that the Hilbert basis elements of a chamber posðbr; bsÞ
in SðLÞ are g0 ¼ br; g1;y; gt; bs ¼ gtþ1 in the order they occur on the boundary of
K 0 consisting of its bounded faces.
Corollary 3.11. Each full dimensional Gro¨bner cone of IL is unimodular.
Proof. If gk and gkþ1 are adjacent Hilbert basis elements, then there is no element of
the lattice ZB in the convex hull of 0; gk; and gkþ1 other than the three vertices.
Indeed, if a lattice point g existed, then the fact that the gi are vertices of a convex
polyhedron means that g cannot be written as an integral combination of any of the
gi; which would mean that the Hilbert basis was not complete. Now consider the
triangle with vertices gk; gkþ1 and gk þ gkþ1: If there was a lattice point v in the
interior of this triangle, then v ¼ lgk þ mgkþ1 where 0ol; mo1 and lþ m41: This
implies that gk þ gkþ1 	 v ¼ gkð1	 lÞ þ gkþ1ð1	 mÞ lies in the interior of the convex
hull of 0; gk; and gkþ1 since 1	 l; 1	 m40 and their sum 1	 lþ 1	 m ¼ 2	 ðlþ
mÞo1: Since this contradicts the earlier observation, we can conclude that there are
no lattice points in the interior of the parallelogram spanned by gk and gkþ1 which is
hence a fundamental domain of ZB: Therefore, posðgk; gkþ1Þ is unimodular. &
Example 3.12. The Gro¨bner fan for the lattice of Example 2.2 is shown in Fig. 3.
Note that of the three cones in the chamber complex, only the middle one contains
an extra Hilbert basis element, so we get four Gro¨bner cones.
Corollary 3.13. Let posðbr; bsÞ be a chamber of B and g0 ¼ br; g1; g2;y; gt; bs ¼ gtþ1
be the elements in the Hilbert basis of posðbr; bsÞ in clockwise order. Then bs  g>k obs 
g>kþ1 for all k ¼ 1;y; t: Similarly, br  g>k 4br  g>kþ1 for all k ¼ 1;y; t:
Proof. Since rotating the cone does not affect the statement, for the ﬁrst assertion,
we may assume without loss of generality that br ¼ ð0; yÞ; yAZþ and bs ¼ ðp; qÞAZ2
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with p40: Let m0; m1;y; mt be the slopes of the line segments
½g0; g1; ½g1; g2;y; ½gt; gtþ1: Since the gi are vertices of a polyhedron, it now follows
that m0pm1p?pmtoq=p: Let gk ¼ ða; bÞ and gkþ1 ¼ ðc; dÞ: Then g>k ¼ ðb;	aÞ
and g>kþ1 ¼ ðd;	cÞ: Since mk ¼ ðb 	 dÞ=ða 	 cÞoq=p; we get that pb 	 pdoqa 	 qc
which implies that bs  g>k ¼ pb 	 qaopd 	 qc ¼ bs  g>kþ1: The assertion for br is
proved similarly. &
We now begin the arguments to prove that I ¼ inwðILÞ: Recall that s ¼ ½n\fi; jg is
the special simplex of I : Let intðCÞ denote the interior of a cone C:
Lemma 3.14. (1) If 	bkAintðposðbi; bjÞÞ; then kAt for all tADðIÞ:
(2) If bk  f	1ðlÞ ¼ 0 for lAL; lk ¼ 0:
Proof. (1) Recall that ketADðIÞ if and only if there exists some q such that
posðbq; bkÞ+posðbi; bjÞ: However, if this was the case, then 	bkAintðposðbi; bjÞÞ
would mean 	bkAintðposðbk; bqÞÞ which is not possible.
(2) Let z ¼ f	1ðlÞ: Recall that z  bi ¼ li for all i; and so if z  bk ¼ 0 then
lk ¼ 0: &
Let C ¼ posðg1; g2Þ be the Gro¨bner cone of inwðILÞ and fðg>1 Þ ¼ l1;fðg>2 Þ ¼
l2AL: Then C is also the Gro¨bner cone of ðinwðILÞÞs ¼ inbpðwÞðILsÞ and hence lies in
posðbi; bjÞ which is the support of the Gro¨bner fan of ILs : We focus on the cones
posðbi; bjÞ and C ¼ posðg1; g2Þ in the rest of this section. Assume they are as
in Fig. 4(a), where it could be that bi ¼ g1 or bj ¼ g2:
Lemma 3.15. Suppose gAposðg1; g2Þ such that g ¼ lg1 þ mg2AZ2 with l; mAZþ and
fðg>Þ ¼ lAL: Then xlþ1 divides xlþ and xl	2 divides xl	 :
Proof. We refer to Fig. 4(b) for this proof. If there is some index k for which ðl1Þk
and ðl2Þk have opposite signs, then there must be some vector lAL- intðposðl1; l2ÞÞ
with lk ¼ 0: By Lemma 3.14(2), f	1ðlÞbk ¼ 0 which implies that7bkAintðCÞ: Since
bkeintðCÞ for any k; this can only happen if 	bkAintðCÞ:
Let UD½n be the set of indices k for which 	bkAintðCÞ; where U may be empty.
Then l; l1; l2 are sign compatible in all slots except those indexed by U : If kAU then
g>1 ð	bkÞ40; and so ðl1Þko0: This means that suppðlþ1 Þ-U ¼ |: Similarly for kAU ;
g>2 ð	bkÞo0; so ðl2Þk40; and thus suppðl	2 Þ-U ¼ |: Therefore, looking at lþ 	 l	 ¼
lðlþ1 	 l	1 Þ þ mðlþ2 	 l	2 Þ ¼ ðllþ1 þ mlþ2 Þ 	 ðll	1 þ ml	2 Þ; we see that lþ1plþ and
l	2pl	: &
Deﬁnition 3.16. Let MDS be a weakly L-graded monomial ideal. The forced
ideal of M is the ideal generated by all monomials xu for which xu 	 xvAGrL
and xveM:
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Remark 3.17. If M is a weaklyL-graded monomial ideal, then note that the forced
ideal of M is contained in M as well as in allL-graded monomial ideals contained in
M: In particular, if the forced ideal of M isL-graded then it is the uniqueL-graded
ideal contained in M since one monomial L-graded ideal cannot be contained in
another.
In Proposition 3.19 we will prove that I is the forced ideal of Is: We now collect
together some facts needed for this proof.
Lemma 3.18. (1) The special localization IsCk½xi; xjCS; of the monomial L-graded
ideal I ; is weakly L-graded when considered as an ideal in S:
(2) The monomials xbpsðlþ1 Þ; xbpsðl	2 Þ are minimal generators of IsCk½xi; xj and the
monomials xbpsðl	1 Þ; xbpsðlþ2 Þ are not in IsCk½xi; xj: Hence xlþ1 ; xl	2 lie in the forced ideal
of IsCS:
(3) If gAintðposðbi; bjÞÞ and fðg>Þ ¼ lAGrL then xijxl	 and xjjxlþ : If geposðbi; bjÞ
and posðbi; bjÞ lies on the same side of Rg as g>; then xbpsðl	Þ ¼ 1 which implies that
xl
þ
AIsCS:
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 ¼ posðg1; g2Þ:
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Proof. (1) If there exists xu; xvAS of the same L-degree such that xu; xveIs then
xu; xveIDIsDS: This cannot happen as I is L-graded.
(2) Recall that C is the Gro¨bner cone of inbpsðwÞðILsÞ with the binomials xbpsðlþ1 Þ 	
xbpsðl	1 Þ and xbpsðl	2 Þ 	 xbpsðlþ2 Þ deﬁning the facets posðg1Þ and posðg2Þ of C: Further, the
initial terms in both binomials are the positive terms xbpsðlþ1 Þ and xbpsðl	2 Þ which are
minimal generators of inbpsðwÞðILsÞ: It is known that ing1ðILsÞ ¼ /xbpsðlþ1 Þ 	 xbpsðl	1 ÞSþ
/xp : xp is a minimal generator of inbpsðwÞðILsÞ; xpaxbpsðlþ1 ÞS: Hence if xbpsðl	1 Þ is also in
inbpsðwÞðILsÞ; then we will get that ing1ðILsÞDinbpsðwÞðILsÞ which is impossible as an
initial ideal of an ideal cannot be contained in another initial ideal of the same ideal.
Therefore, xbpsðl	1 Þ and similarly, xbpsðlþ2 Þ are not in Is ¼ inbpsðwÞðILsÞCk½xi; xj: This
implies that xl
	
1 ; xl
þ
2 are not in IsCS and hence xl
þ
1 ; xl
	
2 lie in the forced ideal of IsCS:
(3) Since li ¼ bi  g> ¼ 0 if and only if g and bi are dependent, it follows that li
changes sign as g is rotated from one side of bi to the other. Similarly lj changes sign
as g is rotated from one side of bj to the other. In particular, if geposðbi; bjÞ; then li
and lj must have the same sign, while if gAintðposðbi; bjÞÞ; then li and lj must have
opposite signs. Further, if g lies on the clockwise side of posðbi; bjÞ as in the claim,
then psðxlþÞ lies in all initial ideals corresponding to Gro¨bner cones in posðbi; bjÞ
which shows that lþi ; l
þ
j 40; as psðxl
	Þ ¼ 1 which does not lie in any initial ideal.
Finally, in the case that gAposðbi; bjÞ; the fact that psðxlþÞ lies in all initial ideals of
ILs corresponding to Gro¨bner cones that lie between g and bj while psðxl
	Þ lies in all
initial ideals of ILs corresponding to Gro¨bner cones that lie between g and bi means
that lio0 and lj40: &
Proposition 3.19. The monomial L-graded ideal I is the forced ideal of IsCS:
Proof. Let J be the forced ideal of Is: Then JDIDIs: To show that J ¼ I ; it sufﬁces
to show that J is weaklyL-graded. This is true if for every xu 	 xvAGrL either xuAJ
or xvAJ: By the deﬁnition of J; if one of xu or xv does not lie in Is then the other is in
J; so we may assume that xu; xvAIs: Let g> ¼ f	1ðu 	 vÞ and gAZ2 be the primitive
vector such that g> is the clockwise normal to the ray posðgÞ: Since xu; xvAIs;
Lemma 3.18(3) lets us assume gAposðbi; bjÞ (where we use v 	 u instead of u 	 v if
necessary).
Since C ¼ posðg1; g2Þ is unimodular (Corollary 3.11), we can write u 	 v ¼
ll1 þ ml2 for l; mAZ: If lm ¼ 0; then since xu 	 xvAGrL either u 	 v ¼ l1 or u 	 v ¼
l2: In either case, x
u and xv do not both belong to Is by Lemma 3.18(2) which
contradicts our assumption. So lma0: The proof now breaks into two cases,
depending on the sign of lm:
Case 1: lm40: From our assumption that gAposðbi; bjÞ it follows that l; m40:
Then gAposðg1; g2Þ and hence by Lemma 3.15, xlþ1 jxu and xl	2 jxv which implies that
xu; xvAJ by Lemma 3.18(2).
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Case 2: lmo0: Then gAintðposðbi; bjÞÞ\C: We may assume that C lies on the
same side of Rg as g> (see Figs. 4(c) and (d)) and consider two subcases.
Subcase 2.1: Suppose g is in the Hilbert basis of posðbi; bjÞ: Then by Lemma
3.18(3), vi ¼ 	ðbig>Þ40: Also, ðl	2 Þi ¼ 	ðbig>2 Þ: Then Corollary 3.13 implies that
big
>4big>2 which implies that vioðl	2 Þi: Hence xbpsðvÞ ¼ xvii eIs since xðl	2 Þii is a
minimal generator of Is: This means x
veIs which is a contradiction.
Subcase 2.2: Suppose g is not in the Hilbert basis of posðbi; bjÞ: Since g
lies in intðposðbi; bjÞÞ\C; it lies in the interior of some Gro¨bner cone of IL
contained in posðbi; bjÞ different from C: Suppose this Gro¨bner cone is
posðg3; g4Þ with fðg>3 Þ ¼ l3AGrL and fðg>4 Þ ¼ l4AGrL as in Fig. 4(d). By
Lemma 3.15, xl
þ
3 jxu: Since g3 lies in the Hilbert basis of posðbi; bjÞ; the arguments
in the previous subcase show that xl
	
3 eIs which implies that xl
þ
3 AJ and hence
xuAJ: &
Example 3.20. In Example 3.6 we saw that for I ¼ /x2x3; x21x2; x23x24S we have
s ¼ f1; 4g; and Is ¼ /x2; x23S: Then in the notation of the preceding proofs, bi ¼ b3;
bj ¼ b2; g1 ¼ ð	1; 1Þ; and g2 ¼ b2: We now check that the forced ideal of Is is weakly
L-graded, by checking that each binomial in the Graver basis has one of its
monomials lying in Is: The Graver binomial x2x3 	 1 is covered by part 3 of Lemma
3.18, as 1eIs: The binomial x23x
2
4 	 x21 comes from fðb>2 Þ; while x21x2 	 x3x24 comes
from fðg>1 Þ; so they are both dealt with by part 2 of Lemma 3.18. Note that x21 and
x3x
2
4 do not lie in Is: Finally, x
2
1x
2
2 	 x24 comes from fðb>3 Þ; so is covered by subcase
2.1. of Proposition 3.19. Note that x24eIs:
The intersection of the minimal primary components of a monomial ideal M is
called TopðMÞ in [16]. Theorem 3.3.6 in [16] and Theorem 4.4 in [8] then follow from
the following corollary of Proposition 3.19.
Corollary 3.21. If dimðLÞ ¼ 2 and I and I 0 are two distinct monomial L-graded
ideals, then TopðIÞaTopðI 0Þ:
Proof. If IaI 0; then Proposition 3.19 implies that IsaI 0s0 ; where s and s0 are the
special simplices of the two ideals. Since the minimal primary components are
uniquely determined from TopðIÞ; this implies that TopðIÞaTopðI 0Þ:
Propositions 3.7 and 3.19 combine to prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Proposition 3.19 says that I is generated by monomials xu for
which there is some xveIs with xu 	 xvAGrL: Proposition 3.7 says that there is a
cost-vector w for which wðu 	 vÞ40 for all such Graver binomials xu 	 xv: This
implies that IDinwðILÞ: Since we cannot have a proper inclusion of monomial L-
graded ideals, we conclude that I ¼ inwðILÞ: &
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4. The general case
In this section we ﬁnish proving Theorem 3.2. We ﬁrst recall from [12] the notion
of a flip.
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let M1 be a monomial L-graded ideal with minimal generator x
u:
Let xv be the standard monomial for M1 of the same degree as x
u: The wall ideal W
associated to M1 and x
u is the ideal obtained by replacing the generator xu of M1 by
the binomial xu 	 xv: We say the binomial xu 	 xv is flippable if in!ðWÞ ¼ M1 for
any term order with xv!xu: If there is some other term order!0 with xu!0xv then
we set M2 to be the L-graded monomial ideal in!0 ðWÞ: We say that M2 and M1
differ by a ﬂip over the true flip xu 	 xv: If there is no such term order!0 we say that
xu 	 xv is a fake flip.
Remark 4.2. (1) In [12] the assumption that kerðAÞ-Nn ¼ f0g (the positively-graded
assumption) avoided the possibility of fake ﬂips.
(2) For a true ﬂip, we recall Deﬁnition 2.7 and Lemma 2.9 of [12] which says that
M2 ¼ /xaAM1 : aau and (xbeM1 with xa 	 xbAGrLSþ/xvS:
Example 4.3. Let L be the lattice of Example 2.2. For the L-graded ideal
/x2x3; x21S the binomial x2x3 	 1 is a fake ﬂip, and the binomial x21 	 x23x24 is a true
ﬂip. Flipping over the true ﬂip, we get the other initial ideal of /x21 	 x23x24; x2x3S;
which is /x2x3; x21x2; x
2
3x
2
4S: This has two true ﬂips: x
2
3x
2
4 	 x21 and x21x2 	 x3x24:
Flipping over the second true ﬂip gives the ideal /x2x3; x21x
2
2; x3x
2
4S; which again has
two true ﬂips: x3x
2
4 	 x21x2 and x21x22 	 x24: Flipping over x21x22 	 x24 we get the lastL-
graded ideal /x2x3; x24S: For this ideal x
2
4 	 x21x22 is a true ﬂip, and x2x3 	 1 is a
fake ﬂip.
We ﬁrst prove that every wall ideal is coherent. If xa is a monomial, we write
xsuppðaÞ for the monomial
Q
iAsuppðaÞ xi:
Lemma 4.4. Let L be a two-dimensional lattice contained in Zn; and let I and J be two
monomial initials ideals of IL which differ by a flip. Then the wall ideal W of I and J is
coherent.
Proof. Let the ﬂip be over the binomial xu 	 xv; with xuAI\J; and xvAJ\I : Choose
cost-vectors w0 and w1 for which inw0ðILÞ ¼ I ; and inw1ðILÞ ¼ J: Let w0 be
the composite cost-vector ðw0ðu 	 vÞÞw1 	 ðw1ðu 	 vÞÞw0: This is chosen so that
w0ðu 	 vÞ ¼ 0: Pick a monomial generator xa of W : If the standard monomial of the
same degree as xa is the same monomial xc for both I and J; then wiða	 cÞ40 for
i ¼ 0; 1: This means that w0ða	 cÞ40; and so xaAinw0 ðILÞ: If this is the case for all
such minimal monomial generators xa; then WDinw0 ðILÞ: As we cannot have a proper
inclusion of L-graded ideals, we conclude that in this case we have W ¼ inw0 ðILÞ:
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Suppose on the contrary that there is some minimal generator xa of W for which
the standard monomials for I and J are different monomials xc and xd ; respectively.
The rest of the proof deals with this case. Let xe 	 x f be a Graver binomial with xe
dividing xc and x f dividing xd : Then we must have xeAJ\I and x fAI\J: The second
observation in Remark 4.2 now implies that e ¼ v and f ¼ u: So we can write c ¼
kv þ g; and d ¼ ku þ g; where g ¼ gu þ gv þ g0 with suppðguÞDsuppðuÞ;
suppðgvÞDsuppðvÞ; and suppðg0Þ-ðsuppðuÞ,suppðvÞÞ ¼ |: Also note that by
Lemma 2.3 xa 	 xc and xa 	 xd are both Graver basis elements, so
suppðaÞ-suppðcÞ ¼ suppðaÞ-suppðdÞ ¼ |:
We next claim that xuþvþgeradðWÞ: If xuþvþgAradðWÞ; there is some lAN for
which xlðuþvþgÞAW : We may assume that lXk: Choose a monomial xg with
suppðgÞDsuppðuÞ so that xguþg ¼ xpu for some integer p: Since xu 	 xvAW ; and
xlðuþvþgÞþlgAW ; it follows that xlðð2þpÞvþgvþg
0ÞAW ; and thus xlðð2þpÞvþgvþg
0ÞAI : Note
that suppðlðð2þ pÞv þ gv þ g0ÞÞ ¼ suppðvÞ,suppðg0Þ:
Let xs be a monomial not lying in radðIÞ: Since xaAW ; and thus xaAI ; we cannot
have suppðaÞDsuppðsÞ: Similarly, we cannot have suppðuÞDsuppðsÞ or
suppðvÞ,suppðg0ÞDsuppðsÞ: Since these three sets are pairwise disjoint, we conclude
that jsuppðsÞjpn 	 3: But since s was arbitrary this contradicts the observation of
Remark 2.8 that I is a ðn 	 2Þ-dimensional ideal. From this we conclude that
xuþvþgeradðWÞ:
Since a	 c and a	 d are not linearly dependent, they must be a basis for the real
span of L; so every vector lAL can be written as a (possibly non-integral) linear
combination of a	 c and a	 d:
Let w be the cost-vector with wi ¼ 1 if iAsuppðaÞ; and wi ¼ 0 otherwise. We will
show that W ¼ inwðILÞ: Let F be the generating set for inwðILÞ obtained from the
corresponding reduced Gro¨bner basis for IL: If fAF then f is either a binomial or a
monomial. If f is a binomial, then f comes from a lattice vector l ¼ lða	 cÞ þ
mða	 dÞ with wl ¼ 0: This means that l ¼ 	m; and so l ¼ ku 	 kv: Since f must be a
Graver binomial, we know that k ¼ 1; and thus f ¼ xu 	 xvAW : Now consider the
case that f is a monomial xb; and let xd be a standard monomial of inwðILÞ with
xb 	 xdAGrL: Since b	 dAL; it equals lða	 cÞ þ mða	 dÞ for some constants l
and m; so b	 d ¼ ðlþ mÞa	 klv 	 kmu 	 ðlþ mÞg: Because xb is the leading term of
xb 	 xd with respect to the cost-vector w; we know that lþ m40: It follows that
suppðdÞDsuppðuÞ,suppðvÞ,suppðgÞ; so xdeW : But this means that there is some
constant r for which xb 	 rxdAW ; and so xNb 	 rNxNdAW for all NAN: We can
choose N sufﬁciently large so that Nðlþ mÞ41; so xa divides xb: But xa was chosen
to be in W ; so if ra0 this implies that xNdAW ; and so xdAradðWÞ: From this
contradiction we conclude that r ¼ 0; and so xbAW : This shows that every minimal
generator of theL-graded ideal inwðILÞ lies in W ; and so since W is itselfL-graded,
we must have W ¼ inwðILÞ: &
Corollary 4.5. Let L be a two-dimensional lattice. Then every monomial L-graded
ideal has exactly two flips.
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Proof. Let I be a monomial L-graded ideal. By Theorem 3.1 we know that I is an
initial ideal of IL; and thus corresponds to a cone in the Gro¨bner fan of IL: Now
Lemma 4.4 says that any true ﬂip of I connects I to an initial ideal J that
corresponds to an adjacent Gro¨bner cone. There are thus exactly two true ﬂips of I ;
unless I corresponds to a cone which is adjacent to the boundary of the Gro¨bner fan
of IL; in which case I has only one true ﬂip.
It thus sufﬁces to show that I has no fake ﬂips unless it corresponds to a cone
adjacent to the boundary of the Gro¨bner fan, in which case I has exactly one fake
ﬂip.
We ﬁrst recall that if xu 	 xv is a ﬂip of I then xu 	 xvAGrL: This means that xu
and xv have disjoint supports, and so if suppðvÞa| there is some term order! with
xu!xv: Thus the only way for xu 	 xv to be a fake ﬂip is to have xv ¼ 1:
Suppose xu 	 1 is a fake ﬂip for I : If xu0 were another minimal generator of I with
suppðuÞ-suppðu0Þa|; then the S-pair Sðxu 	 1; xu0 Þ would divide xu0 ; contradicting
the ﬂippability of xu 	 1: On the other hand, if xu0 is a minimal generator of I with
suppðuÞ-suppðu0Þ ¼ |; then Sðxu 	 1; xu0 Þ ¼ xu0AI : So we see that a necessary and
sufﬁcient condition for a minimal generator xu of I of the sameL-degree as 1 to give
rise to a fake ﬂip xu 	 1 is for suppðuÞ-suppðu0Þ ¼ | for all other minimal generators
xu
0
of I :
We note that for any vector xu 	 1AIL (such as a fake ﬂip) there is a vector vAZ2
for which u ¼ fðvÞ; and bivX0 for all i: Note that we can have biv ¼ 0 for at most
two values of i; and if biv ¼ bjv ¼ 0; then bi is a negative multiple of bj :
Let the Gro¨bner cone of I ; posðg1; g2Þ; be contained in the secondary cone
posðbi; bjÞ: Let g>k be the clockwise normal to gk for k ¼ 1; 2; and let lk ¼ fðg>k ÞAL:
We assume that g1 and g2 are in clockwise order.
We ﬁrst consider the case where I is a monomial L-graded ideal with two true
ﬂips. Then xl
þ
1 ; xl
	
2 AI : Note that ðl1Þj ¼ g>1 bj40; and ðl2Þi ¼ g>2 bio0: Hence
i; jesuppðuÞ: This means that if xu 	 1 is a fake ﬂip with u ¼ fðvÞ; then vbj ¼ vbi ¼
0: Since posðbi; bjÞ is a pointed cone this is not possible for va0; so we conclude that
I has no fake ﬂips.
We now consider the case where I is a monomialL-graded ideal with at most one
true ﬂip, so I corresponds to a cone on the boundary of the Gro¨bner fan of IL:
Without loss of generality we may assume that this boundary is the counter-
clockwise outer wall bi: We ﬁrst note that the fact that the Gro¨bner fan has a
boundary implies that it is pointed. If the fan is not pointed, then for every vector
xAZ2 there is some bk with x  bko0; and soL-Nn ¼ f0g: This means that the ideal
IL is positively graded, which in turn means that the Gro¨bner region of the ideal is
all of Rn; so the fan does not have a boundary. The fact that the Gro¨bner fan is
pointed means that b>i bjX0 for all i; and so if u ¼ fðb>i Þ; then uX0; and we will
show that xu 	 1 is a fake ﬂip.
We know that the Gro¨bner cone for I is posðbi; g2Þ for some vector g2; and xl	2 AI :
Note that l	2 ¼ aei for some aAN: We now show that this xai is the only generator of
I divisible by xi: Let l
0AL; and write l0 ¼ fðg>Þ for a vector g>AZ2: Write g for the
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primitive vector in Z2 whose clockwise normal is g>: By Corollary 3.11 we know that
posðbi; g2Þ is a unimodular cone, so g ¼ lbi þ mg2 with l;mAZ: Since fðb>i Þi ¼ 0; we
know that l0i ¼ mfðg>2 Þi ¼ 	ma: Since jmaj4a for jmj41; we see that xl
0	
is in I but
not a minimal generator, so l0 does not give rise to a minimal generator of I unless
l0 ¼ l1 or l2: So the two generators of I are xlþ1 ¼ xu and xl	2 ¼ xai : Since ui ¼ b>i bi ¼
0; it follows from the above characterization of fake ﬂips that xu 	 1 is a fake ﬂip.
The only other possible ﬂip come from xai : If I has any true ﬂips, this must come
from xai ; giving I a total of two ﬂips. Otherwise I is the only monomial L-graded
ideal, and g2 must be the other boundary of the Gro¨bner fan, so x
a
i gives rise to a
second fake ﬂip. &
We recall the following theorem which is Corollary 5.2 of [15].
Theorem 4.6. Let I be a monomial L-graded ideal. Then the number of flips of I is
equal to dimkðHomSðI ; S=IÞÞ0:
We note that in [15] the assumption was made that L was saturated and
positively graded. The proof goes through word for word in the case of general
lattices.
We also recall the following theorem which is Proposition 1.6 of [7] applied to HL:
Theorem 4.7. The Zariski tangent space to the toric Hilbert scheme HL at an ideal I is
canonically isomorphic to ðHomSðI ; S=IÞÞ0:
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. There is an action of the torus ðkÞn on HL given by scaling
the variables occurring in an ideal I : Since the singular locus of HL must be ﬁxed
under this torus action, and the monomial L-graded ideals are the torus-ﬁxed
points, to show that the scheme is smooth we need only show that it is smooth at
each monomial ideal. Now Corollary 4.5 and Theorem 4.6 imply that for a
monomialL-graded ideal we have dimkHomðI ; S=IÞ ¼ 2; which Theorem 4.7 says is
the dimension of the tangent space of HL at I :
Pick any two linearly independent vectors bi; bjAB: We now deﬁne a map l which
takes an element of ðkÞ2 to a vector in ðkÞn that we use to scale IL: Let
lða; bÞAðkÞn have ðlða; bÞÞl ¼ 1 for lai; j; ðlða; bÞÞi ¼ a; and ðlða; bÞÞj ¼ b: There
exist l; l0AL with li ¼ 0; lja0 and l0ia0; l0j ¼ 0; so considering the action of lða; bÞ
on the binomials xl
þ 	 xl	 and xl0þ 	 xl0	 we see that the map of ðkÞ2 to the
underlying reduced scheme of HL given by ða; bÞ/lða; bÞIL is injective, so the
coherent component of HL is at least two dimensional. Since we showed above that
the dimension of the tangent space to HL at each monomial ideal is two, this shows
that HL is smooth at every monomial ideal, and thus everywhere. Every irreducible
component must contain a monomial ideal, so Theorem 3.1 says that every
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irreducible component must intersect the coherent component. Since we just showed
that HL is smooth, we conclude that it is also irreducible. &
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